
Dear Sponsor, 
 
Those of us at LMS2 want to invite you to be a part of the Diamond Scholars College Bound Prom which has the power to 
shape the lives of 8th grade boys and girls in central Indiana! The Prom is set to take place on Friday, May 31st, 2024, from 
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM EST at The Spotlight Community Center in Indianapolis. We are hosting the Diamond Scholars 
College Bound Prom (Prom), not just another event, this is a beacon of hope for our future generation. Students 
completing their 8th grade of school will be invited to attend Prom.  
 
This event aims to empower them with self-awareness, self-love, positive mental health, skills for building healthy 

relationships, and college savings information from College Choice 529. We believe that fostering these qualities and 

college financial literacy during their formative years will cultivate confident, compassionate, and resilient individuals who 

will positively impact our society starting with high school. 

 
Our Goal: 

Our goal is to raise $20,000 to help these teens to have an educational, powerful, and engaging event. Donations will be 

used for scholarships for students who otherwise may not have the opportunity to attend, scholarships placed in a College 

Choice 529 plan for five students, catering, decorations, raffles, and swag materials for all attendees. 

We hope that you would consider sponsoring this event at one of the following levels:  

Sponsorship Levels: 

$100 Level - "Treasure Supporter" 
   - Inclusion of your logo on event materials 
   - Recognition on event webpage and recognition during the event 
   - A certificate of appreciation 

 
$500 Level - "Crown Jewel Advocate" 
   - All benefits from the “Treasure Supporter” level 
   - A dedicated social media post showcasing your commitment to empowering youth 
   - A spot in the event's programming for you to share a motivational message or resources related to self-
empowerment, high school, and college goals and/or college savings. 

 
$1000 Level - "GEM Champion” 
   - All benefits from the “Crown Jewel Advocate” level. 
   - Exclusive recognition as a keynote sponsor on all event programming materials. 
   - An opportunity to provide a pre-recorded video or in person message to inspire the attendees during the event. 

 
$5000 Level – “Royal Diamond Philanthropist” 
   - All benefits from the “GEM Champion” level. 
   - Logo added to swag materials, stage signage, and one table labeled as your official sponsor table 
   - Personalized prom invitations sent to 10 students on your organization’s behalf as sponsor of their          
attendance 

 
Your support at any of these levels would not only make a significant impact in the lives of these 8th graders but it will also 

send a powerful message to the community about your dedication to their well-being and empowerment.  

Join us as we guide these students on a transformative journey of self-discovery, planting the seeds of confidence, 

compassion, and resilience that will blossom and flourish for years to come.   

You can confirm your sponsorship and discuss any questions or specific arrangements, with our founder, Lenesha Stone. 

Thank you for considering this partnership in creating a brighter future for the teens of Indiana. 

Warm regards, 

 

Lenesha Stone 
LMS2 LLC/Diamond Scholars Prom – CEO/Founder 
317-696-5202 
DiamondScholarsProm@lms2events.com 
www.lms2events.com/DiamondScholarsProm 
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